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A matrix A ∈ Mn (R) has a nest of positive principal minors if PAPT
has positive leading principal minors for some permutation matrix
P. Motivated by the fact that such amatrix A can be positively scaled
so all its eigenvalues lie in the open right-half-plane, conditions are
investigated so that a square sign pattern either requires or allows a
nest of positive principal minors.
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1. Introduction
Given A = [aij] ∈ Mn (R), we consider its sign pattern A, namely, an array with entries αij =
sign aij ∈ {+, −, 0}. For convenience, we identify Awith the sign pattern class of A, that is, the set
{B = [bij] ∈ Mn (R) : sign bij = sign aij forall i, j}
and write A ∈ A. Sign pattern A requires property X if every B ∈ A has property X , and A allows
property X if there exists B ∈ A that has property X .
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A matrix A possesses a leading positive nest if the leading principal minors of A are positive. By
omitting the term “leading" we mean that some permutation similarity, PAPT , of A has a leading
positive nest. A matrix A is positive stable if every eigenvalue of A has positive real part. A sign pattern
that allows positive stability is called a potentially (positive) stable sign pattern.
We are interested in sign patterns that require a positive nest and sign patterns that allow a positive
nest. Ourmotivation liesmainly in the fact that ifA allows a positive nest, thenA is a potentially stable
sign pattern, which is a consequence of a fundamental result by Fisher and Fuller (see [1, Theorem 1]
and [3, Theorem 1]). Note that in general a potentially stable sign pattern need not allow a positive
nest (see, e.g., [5, Example 4.1]).
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains some basic definitions and terminology. In
Section 3, sign patterns that require a positive nest are considered, offering some fundamental results
on complementary principal minors and diagonal entries (Corollary 3.3 and Proposition 3.4). The
connection of sign patterns with all diagonal entries positive that require a positive nest to the classes
of sign nonsingular, P-matrices and Q-matrices is given in Theorem 3.5. A description of more general
sign patterns that require a positive nest is given in Theorem 3.8, and a characterization is given in
Theorem 3.9. Section 4 contains some basic observations and examples (Proposition 4.1 and Examples
4.2 and 4.3), a property and a characterization of sign patterns that allow a positive nest (Theorems
4.4 and 4.5), as well as some comments on the relation to potentially stability.
For convenience,wehavechosen thediscussion tobe in termsofpositivenests andpositive stability;
however, it is also common in the literature (see, e.g., [5]) to discuss this topic in terms of negative
stability (eigenvalues in the open left half-plane) and nested sequences of principal minors (for which
a minor of order k has sign (−1)k).
2. More notation, terminology and preliminaries
In this section, A ∈ Mn (R) and A denotes its sign pattern.
Given α ⊆ {1, 2, . . . , n}, let A[α] and A(α) denote the complementary principal submatrices of
A indexed by α and {1, 2, . . . , n} \ α, respectively. It is always assumed that the elements of α are
arranged in increasing order. Similar notation is adopted forA;A[α] is a principal submatrix ofA. Any
pattern B obtained from A by replacing any (or none) of its zero entries with+ or− is a superpattern
of A; equivalently, A is a subpattern of B. A signature matrix is a diagonal matrix S ∈ Mn (R) with ±1
as diagonal entries.
We also use the following terminology:
• A is a Q-matrix if for each k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, the sum of all principal minors of A of order k is
positive. We then say that A has property Q.
• A is a P-matrix if of all principal minors of A are positive. We then say that A has property P .
• A has a positive stabilization if there exists a diagonalmatrixDwith positive diagonal entries such
that DA is positive stable.
• A is sign-nonsingular if it requires nonsingularity.
• A is combinatorially singular if it requires singularity.
For a matrix A = [aij], the signed digraph of A (or of A), denoted by D(A) = (V, E), has vertex set
V = {1, 2, . . . , n}, arc set E = {(i, j) | aij = 0}, and every arc (i, j) is weighted by the sign of aij . A
cycle of length   2 in D(A) is a sequence of  arcs (ri, ri+1) ∈ E for i = 1, 2, . . . ,  in which vertices
r1, r2, . . . , r are distinct and r+1 = r1. The sign of a cycle is the sign of the product of its arc weights.
Matrix A is called irreducible if D(A) is strongly connected.
We continue with another combinatorial concept. Let (j1, j2, . . . , jn) and (k1, k2, . . . , kn) be per-
mutations of (1, 2, . . . , n). A set t = {aj1k1 , aj2k2 , . . . , ajnkn} of nonzero entries of A is called a transver-
sal ofA. A transversal can be uniquely partitioned into subsets corresponding to the permutation cycles
of the permutation σ , where σ(js) = ks for s = 1, 2, . . . , n. The product of the entries of a transversal
of A, weighted by (−1)sgn(σ ), where σ is the permutation satisfying σ(js) = ks for s = 1, 2, . . . , n, is
a signed transversal product of A, and a positively signed transversal product if its sign is positive.
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Let T(A) denote the collection (multiset) of all signed transversal products of A. The sum of the
elements of T(A) coincides with the standard expansion of det A. The following are well-known facts,
needed in our arguments and discussion:
• A is combinatorially singular if and only if T(A) is empty for all A ∈ A.
• A is sign-nonsingular if and only if all the elements of T(A) have the same sign for all A ∈ A.
• A requires positive determinant if and only if all the elements of T(A) are positive for all A ∈ A.
In this case, all cycles of length n in D(A) have sign (−1)n−1 for all A ∈ A.
Applying this last fact to each principal submatrix of A gives the following result.
• A requires property P if and only if each diagonal entry is positive, and for each k ∈ {2, . . . , n},
every cycle of length k in D(A) has sign (−1)k−1 for all A ∈ A.
3. Sign patterns that require a positive nest
IfA is a sign pattern that requires a positive nest, then clearlyAmust have a positive diagonal entry.
The following example shows that all other diagonal entries may be zero and motivates our first two
general results.
Example 3.1. The sign-pattern
A =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝
+ − +
+ 0 −
+ 0 0
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠
is irreducible, has only one positive diagonal entry and requires a leading positive nest. Notice that
A[{1, 3}] can never be part of a positive nest as it requires a negative determinant. However, its
complementary submatrix A[{2}] is zero, which is indicative of the general following result.
Proposition 3.2. Let A be an n × n sign pattern that requires a positive determinant. For each α ⊆
{1, 2, . . . , n} and each A ∈ A, det A[α] det A(α)  0.
Proof. Suppose that for some α ⊆ {1, 2, . . . , n} and some A ∈ A,
det A[α] det A(α) < 0.
Then, det(A[α] ⊕ A(α)) < 0. By continuity of the determinant as a function of the matrix entries,
it follows that the matrix B ∈ A with B[α] = A[α], B(α) = A(α) and all other nonzero entries of
B selected to have sufficiently small absolute values, has negative determinant. This contradicts the
assumption that A requires a positive determinant. 
Corollary 3.3. Let A be an n × n sign pattern that requires a positive nest. For each α ⊆ {1, 2, . . . , n}
and each A ∈ A, det A[α] det A(α)  0.
Proposition 3.4. The diagonal entries of every sign patternA that requires a positive nest are nonnegative.
Proof. LetA = [αij] be a sign pattern that requires a positive nest and byway of contradiction, assume
αikik < 0. Let A ∈ A; thus A has a positive nest. Every positive nest of A is of the form
A[i1], A[i1, i2], . . . , , A[i1, i2, . . . , ik−1], A[i1, i2, . . . , ik], . . . , A[i1, i2, . . . , in].
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Since det A[i1, i2, . . . , ik−1] > 0 and aikik < 0, the magnitude of aikik can be increased to give a new
matrix Aˆ ∈ Awith
det Aˆ[i1, i2, . . . , ik] < 0.
SinceA requires a positive nest, it follows that Aˆmust therefore have a different positive nest than does
A. This argument can be repeated for every nest in A so that all previous nests are also not possible. As
there is only a finite number of nests, there cannot be a negative diagonal entry. 
The next result provides characterizations of sign patterns with positive diagonal that require a
positive nest.
Theorem 3.5. Let A be a sign pattern with all diagonal entries positive. The following are equivalent:
(i) A requires a positive nest.
(ii) A is sign-nonsingular (with positive determinant).
(iii) A requires property P .
(iv) A requires property Q.
(v) A requires that all real eigenvalues be positive.
(vi) A requires positive stabilization.
Proof. (i) ⇒ (ii) If A requires a positive nest, then it requires positive determinant and is therefore
sign-nonsingular (with positive determinant).
(ii) ⇒ (iii) If A is sign-nonsingular, and since by assumption the diagonal entries of A are positive,
all signed transversal products in D(A) are positive and A requires positive determinant. It follows
that for each k ∈ {2, 3, . . . , n}, every cycle of length k in D(A) has sign (−1)k−1 and thus A requires
property P .
(iii) ⇒ (i) This implication follows directly from the definitions of a positive nest and a P-matrix.
Having established the equivalence of (i)–(iii), we now note the following implications.
(iii) ⇒ (iv) This implication follows directly by the definitions of P- and Q-matrices.
(iv) ⇒ (v) If A requires property Q, then no real eigenvalue of any A ∈ A can be zero (since the
determinant is nonzero) ornegative; see [6, Theorem4andCorollary1],whichare stated forP-matrices
but also hold for Q-matrices.
(v) ⇒ (ii) This follows because any matrix in A is real and its determinant is the product of the
eigenvalues.
That is, (i)–(v) are equivalent. To conclude, we consider (vi).
(i) ⇒ (vi) This follows by the Fisher–Fuller stabilization result [3, Theorem 1].
(vi) ⇒ (ii) Suppose that for any A ∈ A there exists a positive diagonal matrix D such that DA is
positive stable. Since the spectrum of DA lies in the open right-half plane and is complex conjugate
closed, it follows that
det A = det(DA) det D−1 > 0;
i.e., A is sign-nonsingular. 
Remark 3.6
(a) By Theorem 3.5 and its proof, if a sign patternAwith positive diagonal entries satisfies any (and
thus all) of (i)–(vi), then so does every principal submatrix of A.
(b) If we omit the assumption that the diagonal entries of A are all positive, then none of (ii)–(vi)
imply (i), but as in the proof of Theorem 3.5, (i) implies (ii) and (i) implies (vi). However, (i) does
not imply any of (iii)–(v), as the following example shows.
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Example 3.7. Consider A in Example 3.1, which requires a leading positive nest. Notice also that the
leading principal minors form the only possible positive nest ofA. Clearly, A does not require (in fact,
does not allow) propertyP so (i) does not imply (iii) in general. In addition, as the following realization
of A shows, (i) does not imply (iv) nor (v) in general. Indeed,
A =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝
0.1 −1 3
1 0 −1
1 0 0
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠ ∈ A
is not a Q-matrix (since the sum of its 2 × 2 principal minors equals −2) and A has two negative
eigenvalues (both equal to −0.88215).
Conditions for a general sign pattern to require a positive nest are given in the next two theorems.
Theorem 3.8. For every sign pattern A that requires a positive nest, there exist a sign-nonsingular sign
pattern B with all diagonal entries positive, a signature matrix S and a permutation matrix P such that
A = SPB. Also, for every sign-nonsingular sign patternB, there exist a signaturematrix S and apermutation
matrix P such that SPB requires a positive nest.
Proof. Let A require a positive nest. Then A is sign-nonsingular and thus has a nonzero transversal t.
LetM(t) = [mij] be defined by
mij =
⎧⎨
⎩
aij if aij ∈ t,
0 otherwise.
Consider a signaturematrix S so that SM(t) is nonnegative, and a permutationmatrix P so that PTSM(t)
is diagonal. It follows that PTSA is sign-nonsingular with positive diagonal entries. Also, given any
sign-nonsingular matrix B, there exist a permutation matrix P and a signature matrix S so that SPB is
sign-nonsingular with positive diagonal entries. It then follows from Theorem 3.5 that SPB requires a
positive nest. 
The above result shows that every sign pattern that requires a positive nest is, up to an appropriate
signing and permutation, a sign-nonsingular sign pattern with positive diagonal entries. The next
result characterizes sign patterns that require a positive nest in terms of a nested sequence of sign-
nonsingular principal submatrices that may have some diagonal entries equal to zero.
Theorem 3.9. An n × n sign pattern A requires a positive nest if and only if there exists a permutation
matrix P so that the leading principal submatrices of PAPT of each order 1, 2, . . . , n are sign nonsingular
with positive determinant.
Proof. If for some permutation matrix P the leading principal submatrices of each order 1, 2, . . . , n
of PAPT are sign nonsingular with positive determinant, thenA clearly requires a positive nest. For the
converse, suppose that A requires a positive nest and, by way of contradiction, for each permutation
matrix P there exists a positive integer k  n such that the principal submatrix (PAPT )[1, 2, . . . , k] is
not sign nonsingular with positive determinant. Thenwe can choose A ∈ A such that det((PAPT )[1, 2,
. . . , k])  0. This implies that PAPT and hence A does not require a positive nest. 
Remark 3.10
(a) If A = SPB as in Theorem 3.8, and if A ∈ A and B ∈ B, then in general the eigenvalues of
A and B are different. This is not at odds with our motivation of studying potential stability (a
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spectral property) because at this stage we are focused on identifying sign patterns that require
a positive nest.
(b) Let A be a sign pattern that requires a positive nest. By Theorem 3.9 it follows that every A ∈ A
has the same positive nest. That is, for each A ∈ A, there exists a fixed permutation matrix P
such that PAPT has a leading positive nest, and furthermore, each leading principal submatrix
of PAPT requires a positive nest.
(c) Using a result from [4, (16) p. 26], Theorem 3.9 can be restated as follows. An n× n sign pattern
A requires a positive nest if and only if there exists a permutation matrix P so that for all A ∈ A,
the LU factorization of PAPT (in which all diagonal entries of L are equal to 1) has all diagonal
entries of U positive.
4. Sign patterns that allow a positive nest
The allowproblem for positive nestswas first considered in [5] in the context of (negative) potential
stability. We first discuss some necessary and some sufficient conditions for a sign pattern to allow a
positive nest.
By continuity, any superpattern of a sign pattern that allows a positive nest also allows a posi-
tive nest. These include sign patterns with all diagonal entries positive. More generally, we have the
following result.
Proposition4.1. LetAbeann×nsignpatternandsuppose {α1, α2, . . . , αk} is apartitionof {1, 2, . . . , n}
so that the sign patterns A[αj] (j = 1, 2, . . . , k) allow a positive nest. Then A allows a positive nest.
Proof. Consider the sign pattern
B = A[α1] ⊕ A[α2] ⊕ · · · ⊕ A[αk].
By assumption, there exist permutation matrices Pj (j = 1, 2, . . . , k) so that each PjA[αj]PTj allows a
leading positive nest. Let then
P = P1 ⊕ P2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Pk
and notice that the leading principalminors of PBPT are indeed products of leading principalminors of
the direct summands PjA[αj]PTj . Thus PBPT allows a leading positive nest and thus B allows a positive
nest. Since A is a superpattern of QBQT for some permutation Q , it follows that A allows a positive
nest. 
A natural question to ask is whether or not all sign patterns that allow a positive nest are merely
superpatterns of sign patterns that require a positive nest. The following example shows this is not the
case.
Example 4.2. The sign pattern
A =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝
+ + +
− − 0
+ 0 0
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠
allows a (leading) positive nest, but no subpattern of A requires a positive nest.
A necessary condition for an n × n sign pattern A to allow a positive nest is that for each k =
1, 2, . . . , n, at least one principal submatrix of order k must have a positively signed transversal. For
example, there must exist a positive diagonal entry. However, the following example from [2], shows
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that if A allows a positive nest, then replacing a negative diagonal entry by 0 or+ does not guarantee
that the new sign pattern continues to allow a positive nest.
Example 4.3. The sign pattern
A =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
+ − − 0
+ α22 0 0
− 0 0 −
0 − 0 0
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
allows a leading positive nest if α22 = − but not if α22 is 0 or +. The Routh–Hurwitz conditions for
stability can be used to show that A is not potentially (positive) stable if α22 is 0 or +.
As shown in [5, Corollary 3.5], if an irreducible zero–nonzero pattern A = [αij] has a nonzero
diagonal entry, is not combinatorially singular and is combinatorially symmetric (i.e., αij = 0 if and
only if αji = 0), then the entries ofA can be signed so that the resulting sign pattern allows a positive
nest. An algorithm to achieve such a signing is provided in [5]. The following result gives an analogous
property of sign patterns that allow a positive nest.
Theorem 4.4. For every sign pattern A that allows a positive nest, there exist a sign pattern B that is not
combinatorially singular, a signature matrix S and a permutation matrix P such that A = SPB. Also, for
every sign patternB that is not combinatorially singular, there exist a signaturematrix S and a permutation
matrix P such that SPB allows a positive nest.
Proof. It is clear that given any A that allows a positive nest, PTSA is not combinatorially singular for
every signature S and every permutation matrix P. Also, given any sign pattern B that is not combina-
torially singular, since B has a transversal, there exist a signature matrix S and a permutation matrix
P such that SPB has all diagonal entries positive and thus allows a positive nest. 
Similar to Remark 3.10 (c), using [4, (16) p. 26] the following result gives a necessary and sufficient
condition for a sign pattern to allow a positive nest.
Theorem 4.5. An n × n sign pattern A allows a positive nest if and only if there exists a permutation
matrix P and a matrix A ∈ A such that all diagonal entries of L and U are positive in an LU factorization of
PAPT .
Example 4.6. Let
A =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝
+ + 0
− − +
0 + −
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠ .
In the LU factorization with L = [ij], U = [uij] of any A ∈ A, where without loss of generality ii = 1
for all i, the entry u22 > 0 if and only if the entries of A are chosen so that a22 − a21a12/a11 > 0.
However, with this choice, u33 < 0. Thus,A does not allow a leading positive nest, and it follows easily
that A does not allow a positive nest. This example is signature equivalent to the negation of the sign
pattern in Example 1.1 of [5].
Note that the above results are indicative of the richness of sign patterns that allow a positive
nest, but do not lend themselves to easily determining whether or not a given sign pattern A allows a
positive nest.
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We concludewith some remarks on the relation between positive nests and potential stability. By a
fundamental result of Fisher and Fuller (see [1, Theorem1] and [3, Theorem1]), given anymatrixAwith
a positive nest, there exists a diagonal matrix Dwith positive diagonal entries such that DA is positive
stable. In fact, D can be chosen so that the eigenvalues of DA are simple and positive. It follows that if
A allows a positive nest, then A is potentially (positive) stable. Proposition 4.1 implies the following
slight generalization of this result. Let A be the direct sum of potentially stable sign patterns and sign
patterns that allow a positive nest. Then every permutation similarity of every superpattern of A is
potentially stable. It should bemade clear, however, that sign patterns that do not allow a positive nest
may be potentially stable, as shown by the negation of Example 4.1 in [5].
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